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ABSTRACT
This study grew out of a desire to look at the

reality of higher education within one state, one which has an
outstanding record of public support for higher education, i.e.,
Oregon. It also seeks to complement the study conducted earlier in
the year, which recommends further exploration of alternative ways of
financing higher education. Briefly, what the authors tried to do

was: (1) describe clearly the important components in state subsidies
for higher education, (2) ascertain the relative efficiency and
effectiveness of the different types of state subsidies and suggest
shifts of funds among them which could produce superior results; (3)

show how one particular alternative mix of subsidies could be
implemented setIcessfully in Oregon when introduced gradually over a

number of years; (4) stimulate serious discussion of the means and
ends in state subsidies to postsecondary education. It present, more
than 98 percent of state and local tax funds are granted directly to
the college, with the remainder--less than 2 percent--going to
students in the form of grants, cash awards, or as the state's
backing of student loans. The author proposed that this proportion be
increased to about three-fifths of the total, with a corresponding
decrease in direct state funding of the institution. The proposed
shifts in funding would take place gradually during successive
two-year periods that would allow ample time for research,
reflection, and adaptation. (Author/PG)
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We have.-organized this report for the reader who has the interest
but not the time to peruse it completely. We wanted to make it possible

for that reader to get most of the messages presented here without having

to read or scan every page. To that end, pages of the present short re-
port and of the longer version have been color-coded, as follows:

ti

1. Green pa &es contain items which are essential to the proper

understanding of the report. These pages contain the more
pertinent conclusions as well as the retommendations. These

pages have many specialized terms that are not fully defined

here for they assume a knowledge of the field. The terms are

defined in the following white pages.

2. Yellow pages carry 'items which are important but not essential.
These are mostly matters which suppoit the points made on the

green pages or elaborate on them in some detail.

3, White pages comprise the bulk of the report, not of the present

short form but of the 150-odd page long version. They contain
information which supports the points made on the colored pages.
But someone wbo has read the latter will already have absorbed

the gist of these. Examples of material on the white pages

are tables, graphs and more elaborate write-ups of points made

more concisely on green or yellow pages.
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Two versions,of this report are available. The present Short.

form, titled "Granted Education," includes only the Preface, Table of

Contents and Chapter I. The entire report, call &d "Portable Grants
for Post-secondary Education," contains all the material found in the

short form plus considerably more extensive reports on major aspects

of the, investigation. These aspects have been listed in the Asbrtwof
contents included in the short form. Both reports are available from:

Consumer Research Center
Attn: John Wish/John Coggins

:University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Please make checks payable to the-University of Oregon Account 262-891)
Short form, $1.50 plus 50* postage and handling; entity report, $5.00

plus 50* postage and handling.

In addition, from the above address, 4 number of technical
reports on individual subjects related 'to thd contents of the present

report age available for interested readers. A list of these is

appended. The technical reports tare available at 10$ per page plus

SOf per report for postage and handling.

John W' h can also be reached via the above address for any
additional information. Until September 1, 1974, however, when he
will be back from a sabbatical in Europe, questions can also be directed

to:

Custom Research
Attn: Wim de Vriend
573 S. 12th Street
Coos Bay, Oregon 97420

(Telephone: 267-6177)

oft
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PREFACE

by John R. Wish

Origins of this stud

During the summer of 1970 I was asked to give a speech to a

Eutene service club. At that time, the campus riots were still fresh

in people'' minds and the relations between town and gown were at an

all-time low. I therefore chose to speak about the University and how

it could he different and maybe better. As a starting point I drew

upon my own experience of working with undergraduate students on re-

search projects away from the campus.* To expand 'on this, I searched

through the then current literature on change in Universities and found

three ideas which I chose to try out on the audience.

1. The leveling of enrollment could permit the State government

to declare a moratorium on classroom construction and slow down the

continuing rise in expenditures.

2. The university was certifying persons for various professions

and perhaps some parts of the certification-could be done biet,ter else-
4r

where.

3. Discussion and experimental use of "vouchers" should be car-

ried beyond elementary education and into post - secondary education.

The audience's reaction was uniformly favorable. There yas only

one contrasting opinion, voiced by a representative of the Oregon State

so

*See "Students in the Community," Journal of Business Admini-
stration 3 (1), Fall, 1971.
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system of Higher Education who suggested that I was out of my field of

expertise and should leave this complicated area of educational policy

to the experts. The contrasts presented by the combined reactions of

that audience so struck me that I decided to further explore the area

of marketing and financing Higher Education. That fall term, some

undergraduate students working with my associate, Romney Cooke, and me

began to study higher education in greater depth. In the summer of

1971 we published our first report, an interim paper on the desirability

and feasibility of vouchers, or, as we came to call them, "Portable

Scholarships" in Oregon higher education.*

Some Helpful Persons

Many people *were helpful to us in the p4rsuit of our studies.

The first report would not have had the emphaSis on grants without the

suggestions of Representative .John Dellenback, of Oregon's fourth dis-

trict. Rep. Dellenback prrvided us with copies of the interim and

final studies of elementary school vouchers that Christopher Jenck's

group had done for the Office of Economic Opportunity. From the very

early days of our study, Mr. Freeman Holmer, Vice Chancellor for

Academic Affairs of the State Board of Higher Education,`and Mr. Jeff

Lee, Director of the Oregon State Scholarship Commission, were especially

*That monograph, "Issues of Grants and Loani," is available
through the Bureau of Business geSeardh at the University. My co-

authors of that report, undergraduates all save one, were most help-
ful to me in formulating my ideas. These included Larry Becknese,
Bob Cook, Mary England, Mike Guy, Jay Majeres (a local industrial
engineer), Patti March, Marcia Millinger, and Tim Travis.
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helpful in guiding us through the IIIPZC of government budget categories

and interpretation of state law. Dr. Floyd Stearns and Dr. John

Westine of the Educational Coordinating Council were invaluable in

providing insights and understanding of the educational picture in

Oregon. Dr. Robert Clark, President of the University of Oregon, was

at all times most supportive of the idea that students and their

instructors could study any area of interest as long as it was done in

a professional and scholarly manner.

How this Report came to Fruition

After the publication of the 1971 interim report, Romney Cooke,

David Sonnenfeld and Bruce Reichert, all of the Consumer Research

Center, were most helpful in making contact with scholars, foundations

and government agencies. Virtually all of the research for the present

report was performed between September, 1972 and June, 1973. During

that time Dick Dent* was co-director of this foundation- sponsored study

until tic departed Oregon in early .July, 1973. He was most influential

in shaping the direction and the design of the research and wrote the;

early drafts of the sections on student financial aid and student

spending patterns.
I.

Our total research effort could not have reached the depth it

did without. the aid of two studies in which many of the persons.men-
.

tioned above had participated at some time. These studies were the

*presently Director of Financial Aid, University of Massa-

chusetts, Amherst.
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State of Oregon sponsored Student Resource Survey, conducted in the

fall of 1972,* and a study of Federal student aid in Oregon,** which

as completed in May of 1973.

two doctoral theses related to the present study were completed

in August, 1973, and may he of intc'-est to the serious reader. They

are complementary to this report are not covered in any detail in

t.***

In addition, in the summer of 1973, i.wo WICHE interns, John

Coggins and Terry Drake, worked on the study team. A monograph of

Terry Drake's exploratory studies into elasticity of demand and the

relative inequality of property tax and the community college is now

in press and will he puhlished.

A "thank you" is due Kathy Jackson Miller who developed the

basic report showing the need for an information system about education.

That basic report led to the Expanded Career Information System.

Another helpful consultant was Stephen Blair who helped develop the

loan program.

*Dent, Culter, Westine and Stuns, Student Resource Survey.

Salem: June 1973, BCC 27-73.

**See Dent and Wish: cederal F ncial Aid Impact On Oregon,.

Academic Year 1973-74. Eugene, Oregon:- University o Oregon,

Consumer Research Center, 1973.

***John Frank McFall, An Examination 21 Parental Willingness
Compared with Ability to paCollege Student MIT Ind Claude R. M.

Parent, An Examination cf Oregon's Higher Education Industry on
Selected Performance Criteria assuming a Qua!i7Market System of
Resource Allocation; both dissertationTMiversity
Oregon, 1973.
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Finally, on the basis of the many different contributions which

were available by the-end of this summer, the present report was

edited and written by Wim de Vricnd and John Wish. Mr. Jim Nelson,

Vice President of the College Pntrance EX;miilation Board, was most

helpful in making available research and computer programs of his

organization. Mr. Nelson authorized the consultation of the Board's

Programmer, Mr. Ed Jacobson, who worked with Mr. Dick Rankin, our

Computer Programmer. Out of this cooperation came our particular

computer simulation program.

In the Department of Economics of the University, a study is

in progress which will he of interest to readers of this report.

Under the direction of Dr. Jan Newton, the National Institute of

Education is supporting a detailed investigation of the elasticity of

demand for Oregon higher education. She is being assisted by Terry

Drake and Dick Rankin, both of whom contributed significantly to this

report.

Funding

This study was funded by the Exxon and Sloan Foundations of

New York.

Relation to Other Studies

We have built upon the growing wealth of literature in the

economics of higher education. As I see it, this report stands as a

complement to the massive national studies of the Carnegie Commission

for Higher Education. Their conclusions were perhaps more conservative,

but I hope that we will encourage the discussion at the state level

that they have stimulated nationally. We have also tried to be
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complementary to the Newman Commission's work, and I believe that our

Analysis and recommendation: are in line with theirs.

This study grew out of a desire to look at the reality of

higher education within one state, one which has an outstanding

record of public support for higher education. It also seeks to

complement the FORE-sponsored study of early this year, which recom-

mended further exploration cf alternative ways of financing higher

education. Briefly, what we have tried to do is

1. Describe clearly the important components in state subsidies

for higher education.

2. Ascertain the relative efficiency and effectiveness of the

different types of state subsidies* and suggest shifts of funds among

them which could produce superior results.

3. Show how one particular alternative mix of subsidies could

he implemented succerj-ully in Oregon when introduced gradually over

a number of years.

and 4. Thereby stimulate serious discussion of the means and,cnds

in state subsidies to post-secondary education.

The Format

The report is available in two versions plus supplementary

technical papers. There is the present summary report of approximately

*While realiing that states differ greatly--see Hight and
Pollock, "Income Distribution Effects of Higher Education'Expendi-
tures in California, Florida and Hawaii," Journal of Human Resources,
Summer, 1973.
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(,0 pages and a complete report which is about three times as long.

The latter includes all the summary material plus added details and

figures.

Questions

Questions about the report or requests for more detailed

information should he forwarded to me through the College of Business,

University of Oregon, Eugene. Mail will be forwarded to me in Edin-

burgh, where I am spending the 1973-74 academic year studying Scottish

higher education.

John R. Wish
Edinburgh, October 1973

12
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There is much we can be proud of in American higher education.

It is distinguished from that in many other conntries by its greater

openness and its emphasis on personal achievement rather than birth

and status. Oregon higher education is among the best in the nation,

especially in terms of equality of access and cost. Yet it is our

duty to keep searching for ways to improve educational services.

In this report we analyze some effects of the ways in which some

$132 million in state and local taxes will be spent on Oregon higher

education this year. We evaluate these effects in the light of some

socio-economic objectives which are outlined below. We suggest ways

to approach these objectives more easily, simply by shifting the use

of funds in ways that we believe will make the system more responsive to

the needs of students and taxpayers.

This is not a proposal to pour more tax money jnto higher

education. Nor is it a plan to impose more layers of administrators

upon the system. Instead, we propose a shift in managelent philosophy

r

and a different way of spending what we're spending now.

The analysis which is summarized on the first pages of this

chapter defines a number of deficiencieg in the system. Many of these

may have a familiar ring to citizens who are familiar with the work of

study groups such as the Carnegie Commission. Our analysis is thus

part of a larger, national re-assessment of educational policies. Our
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recommendations, too, reflect concepts proposed by a variety of

scholars in recent years. The idea that these proposals have in

common is an emphasis on student-oriented financing rather than in-

stitutional subsidies resulting in universally low tuition.

We have taken several of these proposed financing methods- -

most of which are practiced in embryonic form in Oregon now--and

combined them into one program that looked coherent and promised to

be effective in the projections. We should stress at this point that

our particular program is not too important in the final analysis.

The important thing is that programs such as the one investigated here

are feasible and could increase considerably the effectiveness of our

spending for higher education. At the same time, many other programs

are feasible which share the same philosophy and could obtain similar

results. If this is realized, our objective of stimulating serious

discussion of the means and ends in state subsidies to post-secondary

education will have been met.

Ilm

17
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Enrollments in post-secondary education are leveling off but

expenditures keep rising.

During the sixties, enrollment in post-secondary education

doubled and redoubled in the newly-established two-year community

colleges. At the same time it doubled in the Oregon State System

of Higher Education colleges and universities and it probably also

increased in the private vocational schools.* Only in the indepen-

dent colleges did enrollment remain approximately constant. During

these years, gigantic building programs were inaugurated so that

now there is rodm for virtually anyone who wants to go to a public

college in Oregon. Presently, enrollments are leveling off and a

zero growth situation is developing. Nevertheless, the general

fund appropriations for post-secondary education have continued to

rise by about 1S% from one biennial appropriation to the next.

Education being a labor-intensive industry, rising costs per

student have been thought inevitable. But it seems unlikely that

the current rate of growth in expenditures can be sustained. First

of all,.that would mean another doUbling of expenditures within ten

years, during which student enrollment will probably remain stable.

And secondly, if some Changes are'nox made, it may be very difficult

even to limit the rise .in expenditures, to 100% since this represents

the extension of a growth rate during years that were less inflationary

than the present ones.

N

6*Only in recent years have 'the private vocational schools been
considered as worthy of consideration as part of post-secondary education
and we know little about them.
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Conclusions

A

The heady growth in student numbers of the past facilitated

the introduction of new programs and methods in the schools because,

as a rule, the new additions threatened nobody's job. But the present

no-growth situation is different. Difficult decisions may have to

be taken concerning priorities. Questions arise concerning who will

establish these priorities and how they will be implemented. The

proposal detailed on the following pages gives one method of dealing

with the zero enrollment growth of the seventies.

J.nofirzsLBecz.easincosts education is not as accessible as it

could be.

College is required for many jobs and the number of years a

person spends in school and his income in later life are closely

related. For these reasons, a democratic society wants terminimize

t.conomIc restraints which keep people out of school. The alter-

native is the creation of a privileged class which perpetuates
r

itself through exclusive access to educatiou.

By granting tax funds directly to public colleges, we have

made it possible for many people to attend because they are only

charged a fraction of the actual cost of instruction. But this

has created inequities for people at both ends of the income curve.

At one end, the well-to-dyre in effect subsidized by tax

money to send their children to low-tuition public schools when they

might have been willing to pay a larger share of the cost of college

than they do now.

4
At the lower end of the - income curve are those to whom even

the relatively low tuition charges plus the attidant expenses of
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books, room and board are a severe burden. If they are to have a

fair chance of participating in the educational process, it would

seem more equitable to shift the subsidies away from the well-to-do

and towards the truly needy. Economic mobility could be greatly

enhanCed.

The economic jargon of private and social benefits of educa-

tion may be a helpful way of discussing some other inequities at

which we've hinted. Economists choose to use the term "private

benefits" to refer to good things that accrue to individuals--such

as a high salary--while social benefits of education are good things

that accrue to one's neighbors and one's community--such as the

higher degrees of concern for and participation in local government

which college trained citizens tend to exhibit.

When we apply these concepts, the.first two years of post-

secondary education with their rather general curricula seem to pro-

vide largely social benefits while graduate professional education

provides mostly private benefits. Yet, paradoxically, the graduate
=

students often pay less of their instructional costs than do fresh-

men and sophomores.
le

The cost of education bears little relationship to tuition charged.

Educational4resources, as any others in society, are limited.

To arrirte at a better allocation of these scarce resources it may

therefore be desirable that the cost of producing education be felt/

by the buyer.

It will be easy for anyone who has 'attended college ,to

realize,that it costs less to conduct an undergraduate class than

I 20
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one at the graduate level. Differences in both class size and the

qualifications of the teaching staff make this fact obvious. We

have found that the average annual cost of instructing one student

in Oregon colleges varies from $1,400 for ',:reshmen and sophomores

in state system schools to over $10,000 for medical students. The

average cost of instruction for any particular class varies much

less across types of colleges. For instance, the average lower

division cost of instruction in Oregon colleges varies from $900

to just over $2,000.

Tuition charges across the state do not reflect costs, even

in a relative way. Tuition charges as a proportion of instructional

costs decrease at the higher levels. For instance, medical students

pay the lowest percentage of the cost of instruction in the Oregon

state system. Dental students contribute a percentage that is as

low as that paid by community college students. There is support

for the allegation that graduate education is beiyg subsidized by

undergraduates. And there are of course the great differences

between the percentage of cost contributed by student tuition in

public schools and in' independent colleges (Chapter 4).. These

differences result from the fact that some colleges get 'more state

subsidies than others.

4. Tuition charges, with or without student aid, have little relation-

ship to the earnings that can be expected later.

Generally speaking, the more education one has, the greater

the earnings potential in later life. Current data show that white

a

21
ti

3
1
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Conclusions

males 35-54 with only one or two years of college earn 30% lest, on

average, than thoie who have graduated from college. The latter

earn less in turn than men who have a graduate degree. Dentists

and physicians earn far more yet (Chapter 4).

But the different amounts that college students within a

given system (e.g. Oregon State System of Higher Education) con-

tribute to the cost of their educatidn has an inverse relationship

to this pattern of expected earnings. In the public four-year

Colleges students' contributions to the cost of instruction are

highest at the lower- \ ivision level, lowest at the graduate level,

and these differences are small when compared to the difference
1

between students' financial contributions at public colleges and

at independent collegqs. At the latter, students may contribute a

share of the cost;of education which is up to three times as high.

But since the average graduate of a private college, e.g. Willalattte,

can hardly expect to earn two or three times as much as an average

graduate from the University of Oregon, the economically rational

student who looks upon college as arApvestment for a higher paying

job will most likely choose the school with the lowest tuition.

5.
r
-Thee' res t s stem of student financial aid-is ha hazard' or an-

ized and takes inadequate account of need. 4.

Most student financial aid is provided by the federal

government to colleges, for distribution to their stydonts. The

amount of Bid available depends largely upon the "grantsmanship"

of institutional financial aid officers. In the 1972-73 school

22 .4
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Conclusions

year the chances-of obtaining aid in one Oregon college were as

much as three times as large as they were in another institution

of the same type.*

Many students who received aid claim they do not really

need it to attend college while the more urgent needs of others go

unmet. These others are not only students from poverty-level

families. There are large groups of students from middle-income

families who are turned down for aid mainly on account of funding

limitations (Chapter 3).

Although some corrective action can be taken, this situation

has come about mostly as a result of developments beyond the control

of the State Scholarship Commission or the Coordinating Council.

Moreover, possibilities of raising additional state funds to cover

the deficiencies appear to be very limited. Greater potential is

seen in changing the current policies of subsidies to Oregon Public

Colleges and providing more centralization in student aid.
-

6. The-educational system is not as responsive to the needs of its

customers as it could be

The position of the publicly pported schools in regon

can best ba defined as a sellers' market. These institut ons a

but little dependent on student fees for financial support-as at

14'

In spring 1973 when the'Origon legislature was made aware of
inequities- in the administration of student Financial Aid it moved

. quickly. It instructed.the Educational Coordinating Council and the
Oregon State Scholarship Commission to provide greater coordination,
supervision and assistance to the Public College financial aid/Officers:
The need for addition4ljegislation'is likely, although not yet clear.

4
0

a 33
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most one quarter of their resources come from them. In contrast,

independent four-year colleges depend on student-paid fees for up

to three quarters ofiheir financial needs. Also there are the

private vocational schools which offer practical instruction of

relatively short duration but at comparatively high cost to

students (Chapter 3).

These, then, are the separate and unequal sellers of educa-

tional services in Oregon. The prices they charge their clients

in no way reflect the differences between their respective

"products." Their accessibility and students' freedom to choose

between them is grossly distorted by the price differentials.

Our premise is that if the interaction between the demand

for educational services and the supply were more realistic--in a

system that was more akin to the marketplace with consumers more

at liberty to direct their demand to any product they preferred- -

greater flexibility and economy would result. Increased competi-

tio among alternative institutions could lead to greater respon-

siveness, an increase in educational quality, and lower costs.

24
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Background

The basic philosophy common to the financing methods which we

explored in this project was a shift away from direct institutional

funding to funding of students. At present, more than 98% of state

and local tax funds are granted directly to the colleges with the

remainder--less than 2%--going to students in the form of Need Grants,

Cash Awards or as the state's backing of student loans (Chapter 2).

We 'Impose that this proportion be increased to about three-fifths of

the total, with a corresponding decrease in direct state funding of

the institutions. The degree to which each ofthe.three types of

student funding should be expanded under such a system is, admittedly,

the product of some value judgements which not everyone may share. It

is entirely possible to come up with a mix of student financing which

is quite different from the one we are proposing.

Furthermore, our proposal has a built-in flexibility thanks to

its 4-stage introductory provision. Shifts in funding would take place

gradually during successive 2-year periods which would allow dMple time

for research, reflection and adaptation.

In summary, our program is flexible and does not need to be

bought "as _is." But given our objective of investigating the feasi-

bility of a student-oriented funding program, we felt it necessary to )

come to specifics. The figures and other details on ths following

pages are the result of this. Let us now list very briefly the think-
,

ing that was the bAis for the choices made.

25
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Recommendations

1. We felt that the problems outlined on pages 3 through 9

could be best dealt with by a strategy of raising tuition charges in

the public colleges coupled with an expansion of mostly need-based

student aid. This thinking was basic to the entire shift towards

student-oriented financing. It was felt that such a strategy would

increase access, return the public institutions to a buyers' market

relationship with their students and re-establish some relationship

between educational costs and benefits.

2. We felt that increased competition among all institutions

of post-secondary education--public and private, including vocational

schools--would be a good thing. It would definitely increase the

variety of opportunities for students and might help to keep costs in

line.

3. We felt that the state had a responsibilitt5fOr providing

access to post-secondary education but that this responsibility ended

somewhere.*

On the other hand, we felt that access for motivated under-

)

graduate students should and could be improved. The latter contention

is borne out by the figures produced by our simulation program. But

me also felt that the state should get out of the business of making

people offers they couldn't refuse. This applied specifically to

*Other things being equal, we felt that state money should be

directed where private benefits from post-secondary education are rola- .

ei

tively low {i.e. the introductory years). Students enroll in.programs

with high,private benefits (i.e. graduate programs) should e expected

to finance the cost of their studies themselves, primarily ith loans.

26
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college access at the graduate and post-graduate levels, which may hav

been subsidized at the expense of the undergraduates for reasons which

have little validity in this day and age (see Chapter 4). It applied

also to the policy of pricing state-supplied education at a fraction

the charges at the private schools.*

Briefly, such discount pricing has not only put the private

colleges at an increasing disadvantage, but it has also made rational

comparisons of the courses offered by public and private college

virtually impossible.

4. We felt state subsidies to higher education should he

arranged so that Federal government funds to institutions are maxi-

mized within the framework of the laws and policies enacted by the

state legislature.

Below are the more detailed figures and program descriptions

used in this project. Table 1-1 conveys the essence of the proposals

in the most simplified form, leaving out the various introductory

stages and other details listed elsewhere.

The Proposal in Brief

The prOposed components are, with one exception, changes in

emphasis on what already exists. While the components fit together

into what we have chosen to call a plan, they could well, be adopted

individually. Certainly other parties with different value orientation

*Fag below basic cost. This needs,to be regulated by a new law.

The Federal anti-trust laws could be a model for state legislation to

protect schools against predatory competitive practices.

27
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could choose different emphases.

We have chosen to treat the $132 million annual state and local

tax funds as a given and assumed the same amount of tax monies would

be available in the future. We have proposed a gradual withdrawal of

over half the institutional subsidies, with that money being trans-

,ferred to Oregon citizens (over an arbitrarily chosen eight-year period).

It may seem that the figures represent dramatic departures from

current practices, but in reality they merely express a more complete

AP

realization of concepts already resent--but inadequately ealized--in

1
current student financing policies at the state level. These policies

consist of "a balanced approach of need -based grants for the econom-

ically disadvantaged and a scholastic and need-based award program,.

both to be supplemented by an adequate program of student loa.:,"

(056C '73, p. 2).

In sum, the present state approach to higher'education has four

parts, just as the proposed plan does--institutional-subsidies, need-

based grants and scholastically-based grants, and guaranteed loans.

This pattern is continued with slight st.ifts in concepts and larger

ones in the relative importance given to each compOnent.*

*In passing, it should probably be mentioned that we,feel a good

information system on alternatives in education and careers
quite important to the operation of the proposed program. Mowevet, this

is not a major budget item and therefore is not included in the program

budget breakdown which follows. More details can be fouid on p. 36,

2i .$
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Table I-1

CURRENT AND PROPOSED APPLICATIONS OF STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS
POr PIIST7SECONUARYMNIMI"Mr---

Component 1) Institution-Based Aid

1973-74

(Estimated)
8 Years Hence,

in Step 4 of Plan
in $1,000 % onin $1,000

Education and Con-
struction funds for
Institutions: $130,000 98.5 55,800 42.3

Component 2 heed-based Aid
Need Grants: 1,600 1.2 49,500 37.5

Achievement-based Aid
Cash Awards 400 .3

Component 31 Scholaship Grants: 26,700 20.'

Total State General
Fund and local funds: $132,000 100% $132,000 100%

Component 4) Guaranteed
Educational Loans

$ 47,000 $i00,000*Capacity:

*NOTE. The latter does not mean the state incurs an' additional ex-
penditure for loa-:s of $53 million a year, Under the present
guaranteed loan system, the state puts up 2 percent of the
amount that can be guaranteed in loans to Oregon banks. The
amountguaranteed annually amounts to about $8.5 million, which.
will approximately double under the plan. Alternatively",
instead of expanding' the present program, total loan capacity
could be iticreased by a state bond issue specifically to finerce
loans. in that case, the state would go directly-into the loan
business, Interest,income and arbitrage might make the program
virtually self-supporting as is the Veterans' Home ,Loan Program'.

'29
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The essence of the proposed program is a thorough shift in

emphasis.- Over a period of eight years some state funds will be

shifted from institutional support (Component 1) directly to the

students. This will be in the form of Need Grants (Compenent 2),

Scholarship Grants (Component 3) or guaranteed loans (Component 4).

During that time, the proportion of tax money going to the institu-

AN

tions directly will decrease from the present 98% or more to about

40%, the.exact percentage depending on developments during the gradual

introduction of the new approach.

More detailed figures on the effects-of the plan on Oregon

higher education finances are given in the tables at the end of this

chapter (summarized on pages 40-42) and in Chapter S.

The essential rationale for the idea of extensive grants to

students is to increase the influence of Oregon students in regard to

their education. The students will be able to direct their preferences

to any approved Institution* of higher learning within the state. As

indicated, these institutions will include Oregon public and independent

colleges as well as state approved private vocational schools.**

The expansion of the Need Grant program and the concurrent

*Screening and approval Of institutions as recipients of
students' grant funds will be conducted by a central agency of the

State of Oregon.

**See pp. 32-33 for some background on expanded state aid to
private colleges (the "church and state" issue); see pp. 34-35 for

some details on the position of private vocational schools.

30
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necessary increases in tuition in the public schools will promote

greater freedom of choice for the student and also provide a more equal

basis for competition among the colleges. Perhaps the publicly sup-

ported colleges will feel most of the change as more and more of their

revenues will depend on students' tuitions. While this may, to some

fAtent, upset the status auo at the public colleges, it perhaps is

desirable. Competition should tend to place greater emphasis on con-

trolling costs and on supplying quality educational services.

Let us look at each of the four components;

Component 1: Institutional Subsidies, $55.8 million

As we see it, state and local subsidies to public colleges are

likely to continue for some time. These subsidies can be justified

on the basis of historical precedent, need for special programs, and

construction of new buildings. Thus we have proposed, somewhat arbi-

trarily, that about 40%* of the public state and local tax revenues

should continue to go to the institutions. They should, however, be

allocated through one centralized planning agency responsible directly

to the state legislature. These subsidies would be available only

for public colleges. (See EdPlan, pp. 22, 31.)

*Some members of the research team argited strongly that all

state aid for post-secondary education should be given directly to

citizens and all institutions should become mare dependent only upon

the market place.

31
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Component 2: Need Grants, $49.S million*

The present state ipproach to student aid is three pronged, as

is the proposed program. First of all, there are Need Grants, which

are based on a student's financial situation. The Need Grant approach

will not be materially altered except that many more dollars will be

available for it so that most of students' financial needs will be met

instead of only a fraction, as is the case now. On the other hand,

eligibility for Need, Grants will be restricted to undergraduates.**

The increase in tuitions which will take place primarily in the

public colleges will eventually cause the Need Grants and other grants

to take on the character of vouchers or portable grants. At the

present time, state Need Grant amounts for students who attend private

Oregon colleges may be up to twice as large as those given to students

in state schools. But once tuitions are equalized among the different

institutions (at least they will be practically equal by class level--

see tables later in this chapter), grants can be standard amounts depend-

ing only on a student's personal circumstances and his academic standing.***

*In our computer simulation we found that the.$49.5 million would

be sufficient to meet 90% of undergraduate students'-remaining needs at

the higher tuition level.

**See Chapter 4 for our thinking on the state's role in providing

access to undergraduate rather than graduate education.

***Most portable grant and voucher proposals suggest standard

amounts given to every student regardless of personal finances. This

is an approach that is much more affordable at the elementary:or secondary

level where attendance is universal, and we are not proposing it here.

However, the arguments that can be made for it have sore basis in equity,

as has the argument for a "birthright grant" to be given.to everybody

after high school regardless of whether or not they plan to attend

college. An appendix with some background on "birthright" thinking is

available on request.
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These grants will give the students more "purse-string power"

over their education. The students, in turn, will be able to direct

their preferences to any approved institution of higher learning

within the state.

Component 3: Scholarship Grants, $26.7 million

The concept that scholarship and excellence need to be re-

warded is preserved. A group of grants called Scholarship Grants

will replace and expand the idea behind Oregon Cash Awards.

Under the expanded Need Grant program there will still be

financial need at the graduate level (to be financed by loans0 and

there will be an increased need for assistance among groups other than

ti1e usual full-time students between 18 and 24. These-are,, mostly,

adults seeking re-education for a second career or desirous of taking

some classroom instruction simply as a way to enrich their lilies,

without a career objective. Many expect that demand for educational

services among these groups will increase. Hence our proposal for the

creation of a special group of portable grants called Scholarship

Grants.

As a minor branch of the Scholarship Grant program, we propose

a type of grant t' specifically preserve the concept of, awarding excel-

lence (now found in the Cash Award program). The total Scholarship

Grant-program proposed is therefore as follows.*

p. 28.

*For more details than are given on the following pages, see

33
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a. Career Scholarship Grants - $12.5 million

Career SG's are for adults who seek re-education for a specific
purpose. Stipends will consist of living allowances ranging
between $2040 and $300 a month plus tuition vouchers. The

grants can be supplemented with income of the student or his
family with no penalty.

The purpose here is to aid ambition and to make it easier for adults to

spend some time re-educating themselves.

b. Achievtment Scholarship Grants,- $4.2 million

Achievement SG's are prizes awarded for excellence in any
field of endeavor. They will consist of grants for expenses
involved in one year of study at any state-approved institu-
tion of post-secondary education.

This portion of the SG program seeks to specifically award excellence

in any field in the state. To give everyone a fair chance, quotas

should be established. We suggest that half of the awards be reserved

fir people who are not connected as students or teachers with any school.

Any of the award winners will be able to supplement their educa-.

tion without incurring financial burdens, while the institutions will

profit from having students with unusually diverse and outstanding 4

baqgrouitids.

Achievement Scholarship Grants are an expansion of the present

Oregon Scholars Program which is a non-monetary award for outstanding

Oregon high school seniors. The announcement of the Scholars is one

of the high points of graduarion ceremonies, but it frequently becomes

a hollow gesture when the "scholar" finds he cannot obtai: a state

scholarship. State Achievement Scholarship Award ceremonies. could

develop into worthwhile news events.
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c. Development Scholarship Grants $10.0 million

Development SG's serve those adults why would like to take

some classroom instri'
sctioh simply as a way to pursue ome

special interest and enrich their lives.

Development SG's_cover the cost of tuition only. They could be awarded

through a distribution formula to be worked out by EdAid. This formula

would take into account factors of geography and course content. If

demand exceeds supply by very much, some random distribution formula

might have to he introduced. (Assuming a tuition of $100 per three

credit-hour course, 100,000 Oregon citizens would be able to take one

course each year.)

At present there is virtually unlimited access for middle-class

adults who want to take college courses. We have little way of know-

ing how many tax dollars are used. There is no way to adequately

differentiate a "socially worthwhile" from a "socially worthless"

course for the part-time adult student. Thus we suggest a specifically

identifiable budget category for the adult part-time student.

Component 4: Educational Loans - Expansiou'of capacity to $100 million

The state has already recognized an obligation to,hellithose

students who are willing to borrow on their future by providing guar-

ante& loans. However, the higher levels of tuition under this proposal

unquestionably will increase the demand for loan funds, particularly

among graduate students. Furthermore, the total amount of loans under

the present guarantee program has almost readied the total that can be

guaranteed at this point. (OSSC '73, p. 27) The federally ,Guaranteed

Loan Program (G.L.P.) could possibly be expanded but the relatively

short term payback period and the heavy reliance that the federal

,government Tuts on parental need analysis makes the G.L.P. lestrictive.
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The need analysis for a loan is also irrelevant when we consider that

it is the student, not his parents, who will benefit from the education.

We therefore propose a state run educational loan program pat-
4.

-terned after the successful and popular State Veterans' Home Loan

Program. The educational loin program would be expected to generate

sufficient-revenues to pay the cost of its operation, although state

backing would be needed for the bond issues used for loan funds, That

way three categories of stieents would be aided: N

--7 1. Students of parents who object to providing the financial

information presently required.

2. Students whose parents will not contribute the amount that

they "should" according to financial need analysis.

3. Students who are in training programs which have high 'cost

instruction with good salary prospects, such as medical, business and

law students.

Such a loan program should have a feature allowing partial or

total forgiveness by graduates who help meet specified needs of the

State of Oregon and its citizens (e.g. medical school graduates who

choose to practice in specified rural areas). (See page 29, State

Educational Loians.)

It is this component that would require new legislation.
A

Administration

In accordance with the changes in the direction of funding,

there will be changes in the composition of state' agencies concerned

with post-secondary education. The public colleges will become more
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autonomous, yet the state agencies will be much more involved in

Student Aid.

The present State Scholarship Commission will need to be ex-

panded. To convey its new, more extensive function, we have renamed

it the Educational Aid Commission (EdAid). EdAid will handle the

administration of all state government aid to individuals for post-

secondary education, which includes portable grants and loans. (See

page 30.)

While EdAid will fill the needs of individuals, another agency

is required to make sure the needs of society are fulfilled. This

would be, in our plan, an expanded Educational Coordinating Council.

We have called it the Educational Planning and Research Agency (EdPlan).

EdPlan will deal with the broader issues, concerning state aid to post-

secondary education. It will develop policies and procedures, dis-

seminate information, handle state accreditation of institutions, and

allocate institutional subsidies. (See page 31.)

The Expanded Career Information Service* will need to be closely

nurtured and perhaps given legislative authority to collect and dis-

seminate accurate information for individual decision making. This

recently formed office makes available career and college information

to Oregon citizens through easily operated teletype terminals located

in local high schools and selected junior colleges. (See pages 37-38.)

1

*State headquarters of the Expanded Career Information Service
is Hendricks Hall at the University of Oregon, Eugene.

37
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A summary flow chart of the most important features of the

proposal is printed on the next page. Further operational details of

the program are contained in the section following the flow chart.
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SIMPLIFIED FLOW CHART

The new Oregon System of
CAREER CHOICE and STUDY FINANCINGvill....m=m0
Concerns Oregon Residents Only

(Does not include Development SG's)

Describe Interests
Ambitions
Goals

Select Career Goal

INPUT:
Career Information

111(f

IDoes Goal Require Formal Training?

INPUT: Information on Training
Alternatives, Cost and
Financial Aid

NO YES Need Financial

NII YES Have High School Diploma?

J7---

Apply Public School or Community
College for G.E.D. or diploma

YES

Applied and Admitted to an

Oregon State Approved School?

NO YES

S

Submit to Oregon EdAid ONE application which includes

a confidential statement on 'income and wealth. This

one application will be used to determine eligibility

for an award of:
a) Federal Basic Opportunity Grants
b) Student Aid through the school of admittance

c) Career Scholarship Grants
d) Achievement Grants
e) Need Grants
f) Loans
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For those who are interested, the following section provides

details on:

Needrant procedures

Scholarship Grant procedures

State educational loans

Duties of EdAid

Duties of EdPlan

A+.

f
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Need Grants
Details on Eligibility and Application Procedure

#

All eligible applicants must have the following qualifications:

1. They must have been Oregon residents for at least two years

preceding the date of their application or they must have graduated

from an Oregon high school. .

2. They must be high school graduates but not 4-year college

graduates.

3. They must file an application with Ed iid. Scope of the

application will vary according to the age of the student and the

extent of his desire for financial aid.

a. students under ase 24

a.l. Dependent students under 24 who want to cover more

than half of their needs* by means of a need grant will

have to provide full details concerning their parents'

financial positions, as this is done now via the Parents'

Confidential Statement

a:2. This leaves students who are under 24 but self-

supporting or married, and students under 24 who are

dependent but unwilling or unable to provide the details

on parental income.
I,

All of these can apply for a need grant as individuals without

regard to parental income, dependency or their own marital status.

However, the amount of their need grant cannot exceed 5O of their

remaining need. If they need sore than that amount they can apply for

a loan to cover the remainder.

The standard need figure used by Ed Aid in these cases will not

vary according to declared independence or marital status.

*Needs are defined as total cost (minus self help plus expected

parents' contribution plus other aid). An alternative to "half of

needs" could be a maximum amount of dollars per student, determined by

the state.
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Philosophy: The state does not need to subsidlte'marriage or
the desires of individuals to gain personal independence.
Having higher awards for declared independent students could
have this consequence, or it'could cause pseudo-breakup of
families in the same way the AFDC welfare programs have. Ay
oT these students can be aided on a limited, impartial basis
which will at least give them a start towards their study
goals. If they want to seek loans to cover the remainder of
their needs, they can do so.

b. Students over age 24*

Undergraduate students age 24 or over will be considered
independent of their parents: The method for calculating
their need for portable grant funds is the same as the
one used for the under 24 students under "a.2" above.

It should be remembered tbiiistate Need Grant as well as Scholar-
ship Grant programs will be largely supplementary to present federally,
funded programs, except as they apply to people in certain middle-income
groups who are presently ineligible for such programs but who need help.
For the greatest number of students, then, Need Grants will be in addi-
tion to, for instance, BEOG's which many expect to cover up to $1,400'
of the cost of college attendance in future years. However, state Grant
fupds 'and loan aid both will tend to be more generous for those whose
fam4y income is too much for.them to-qualify for aid now, yet does not
make college attendance realistic possibility. -

E

The rationale behind the age 24 cutoff standard is that normally
it is possible for people to graduate from high school and be in their
college senior year by the time they reach 22. However, we do blot want
to penalize people who have put in a couple of years of voluntary
service, travel or work between high school nd college or some time
during their undergraduate years.

7
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Scholarship Grants

Details on Eligibility and Application Procedure

1. Eligibility for any type of SG will be limited to Oregon
residents of 2 years' standing. Applicants for the first two types
of SG's must have worked in a non-school setting for at least five
years.

2. Applications for Career SG's will center on an applicant's
motivation and goals. He will provide the following information:

a) The goal he has set for himself and the importance of
that goal to him.

b) Hog his study plans will help him achieve his goal.

c) glow he feels his accomplishing this goal will benefit/
his fellow-workers, his community or his stale.

e ,e

d) A brief outline of his anticipated need for assistance.

The application will be reviewed by a citizens' panel composed of edu-
cators, busin'essaen, and concerned citizens. They will assign his
application a priority in the applicant pool for the local area Appeals
can be made to Ed Aid'.

3. To by considered for an Achievement SG; an individual may be
nominated by three fellow citizens. Nominations will be judged and
awards made.by regional_citizens' panels nominated by Ed 'Aid. .

7 ,

4. Applications for pavelooment SG..s will consist simply of an
individual's depositing his name in i pool of applicants for his area

before the start of each term. If'selected, he will rAcale a voucher
good for tuition foeone: course at. any state approved institution. id

Aid will administer the program. The voucher will be good fbr one' -

year. A winner cannot enter) is name again for.a sett period of time,

which can be determined on-Sfie basis of demand and supply, as well as

on budgetary factors: I* the distribution formula applied by SdAids-
each institution shoulg be assurtd.of 11 certain minimum number of

Development SG's in order to be able"to plan for faculty and space.

V

43
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State Educational Loans

Details on Administration

. Loan needs of each applicant will be reviewed annually. EdAid,

in i communications with loan recipients, will include data on the

total mount of loans "received, the maximum amount the recipient can

borrow yet during the course of his studies, and the anticipated mini-

mum monthly payments after the grace period. The grace period will be

the first two years after a student completes his studies.

2. Determinations concerning Wan amounts will give more weight
to a student's anticipated earnings in later life. For most under-

graduate students we feel that an upper limit of $6,000 on the total

amount borrowed will be adequate and prevent unmanageable debt.burdens.

For others, particularly those who may reasonably anticipate high

earnings--medicine, dentistry,* possibly law and business--amounts can

be higher, top to $50,000. These payments could be spread over periods

up to 25 years, as is done for other major investments such as homes.

3. Loan forgiveness features can be tied to special areas of

state interest. For\example, loans to doctors can be forgiven in

return for a certain number of years of practice in areas that have

low physician/to patient ratios, particularly rural areas and low-

income districts of Portland.**

4. Medical and dental students who fail to complete their pro-

grams will also be allowed to have all or part of their debt.forgiven

by service in a high need area at their level of competence.

ine and dentistry have been left out of the projections -

in this repot. This does not mean they shoild be outside of its
scope;it was done to simplify the figures. As was explained in ,the

introduCtion, we feel that higher education should be *iced on a full

Cost basis. In view of students' high errnings'expected later, this

goes for medicine and dentistry also We expect reliance on loans in

this area to increase considerably, but what would be large debt burdens

to most people should be quite manageable to most doctors and dentists.

**Experience with loan programs of this type-in other states

indicated that only two third's of participating physicians ectually

went into the need areas. The others elected to pay off their obliga-

tion, which prOvided new loan funds. Some concluded that this smart

the programs failed, but this may be incorrect. (See an Oregon State

memo of Septesiber 19, 1972 to Robert W. Smith, from James E. Sexson).

4 4 .
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Duties of the Educational Aid Commission (EdAid)

Essentially, this Commission represents an expansion of the

present State Scholarship Commission. Its basic function is to admin-

ister citizen based educational aid programs.

1. Perform all present duties of the State Scholarship Commission.

2. Administer all Oregon grants to individuals for post-secondary
educations (e.g. Components 2 and 3).

3. Coordinate federal and state portable grant programs. The

agency will seek to administer the federal basic Educational Opportunity

Grants in Oregon.

4. Administer State educational loan programs (Component 4).

S. Develop and maintain a need analysis system for administer-
ing state aid programs and other student aid at public institutions.*,

6. Coordinate institution based and citizen based student aid to

maximize federal dollars coming to Oregon.

7. Report to the legislature on aid equity (i.e. theyelationship
between aid received by students and their family incomes).

*The portable grant program, it is true, will considerably
increasa the number of student aid applications to be processed.
However, counter-balancing this increase in paper work will be a

relative decrease brought on by a centralized and more rational

determination of student budgets and awards based on one application.

(For background on this, see Chapter 3.)

45
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Duties of the Educational Planning and Research Agency (EdPlan)

This agency is essentially an expanded Educational Coordinating
Council. Its basic function is to monitor and plan for post-secondary
education.

1. Perform all present duties of the Educatio4111 Coordinating
Council.

2. Monitor, project and set enrollment limits for institutions
to prevent short term disruptive shifts and to assure some degree of
accuracy in planning,for faculty and space.

3. Make recommendations concerning the establishment or termina-
tion of educational programs.

4. Provide grants to public institutions (Component 1).

S. Collect and disseminate cost information on all institutions
which benefit from state support.

6. Make recommendations concerning institutional and student
subsidy levels to the legislatt,e.

7. Sponsor the Education and Career Information Service.*

8. In cooperation with the Attorney General, enforce regulations
governing trade practices. Particular attention will be given to com-

b4ting practices which restrict catietition among. the institutions.
EAamples are price-fixing, charging tuition which does not reflect at.
least the cost of the education, and false advertising.

9. Investigate and recommend procedures to be adapted at institu-
tion. Examples would be standard accounting systems jto make cost
pricing more comparable) and centralizing institution-based student
financial aid.

10. Set standards for state approval of all post-secondary initi-
tutions." .

t

*See pages 37-38. This system is expected to be solfpsupporting,
but this has not been verified yet. NO feel the BCIS systat is limper-
tent enough that the state should be prepared to at least guarantee
its operation.

**The awards to Oregon citizens of need grants and scholarship
grants will be valid only at these state approved institutions.
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The following section provides more details on three issues

about which the reader may have questions by this time. They are:

Church and State (page 35)
concerning state aid to private schools.

Proprietary Schools (page 35)
or why private vocational schools should

be included in state student aid plans.

Consumer Information (page 37)
orhow this. program can be made to work
at maximum efficiency with an adequate
information system.

47

4

t,
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Some Backiround.

Church and State

At some time this program may be interpreted as a scheme to

channel state support to religious schools. Since this is art issue

which evokes much sentiment, we have allowed ourselves to digress a bit

from the main theme to deal with this issue squarely.

Let us say first of all that the customary rationalizing argu-

went for state-support of religiously affiliated schools (the

"uniqueness" argument) has lost much of its validity. If such schools

once offered curricula steeped in more humanistic, traditional values,

few of them do so today. This is because, in their struggle to compc'e

with the low tuition state-supported colleges, they have largely copied

the curriculum and practices of the latter. As a result, we think one

would be hard pressed to find real differences in character between

Lewis and Clark College or Willamette University on the one hand and

Portland State University or Southern Oregon College on the other- -

without considering the size of the institutions.

Religion, in any discussion of this program, is pretty much of

a red herring. Most "religiously affiliated" colleges today are glad

to attract students of any religious denomination, and the chances of

such students becoming converted to the creed of the colleges affili-

ation are easily exaggerated.*

*The Supreme Court recognized as rich in June, 1971, when it
declared unconstitutional state laws giving aid to elementary amdr

secondary parochial schools"but upheld a Pederal law providing.con-
struction funds for private--including church related--colleges.
Notirg the "skepticism of the college student ie Chief Justice Burger

held that they were considerably less likely To be indoctrinated than

were elementary and secondary school students.
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Some Background

The precautions which the state will need to take in its deal-

.

ings with private colleges will be essentially those now used by the

Oiegon State Scholarship Commission in its grants to Oregon students

attending Oregon Independent Colleges.

k"
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Some Background

Proprietary Schools

One hoped-for effect of this program of granted education will

be a broadening of students' alternatives after high school. While

the program will make private 4-year colleges more accessible and the

public colleges more aggressive, quite ppssibly it will also stimulate

more growth in the group of schools known as proprietary.

Proprietary schools can be defined as privately -owned and

operated institutions providing vocational instruction for a fee which

includes a profit for the owners. In 1972 the Oregon proprietary

schools enrolled approximately 8,300 students. At first glance this

makes them as a group comparable in importance to the Oregon indepen-

dent colleges. The latter had 10,700 students enrolled in 1972-73.

But since the programs offered by the proprietary schools typically

are of less than a year's duration, they serve a greater number of

students overall.

Jobs for which proprietary schools train students include the

occupations of accountant, secretary, computer 'operator, medical assis-

tant, beautician, pilot, mechanic, heavy equipment operator and barber.

In short, they offer vocational training for very specifiC purposes.

Some of that job oriented training is hardly different from that

For a more extensive treatment of this topic, see Chapter 2

or requesva copy of the technical appendix to this reportentitled,
"Private Vocational Schools and Commity Colleges," from which.the.

data in this section are derived`.
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Some Background

offered in publit colleges in Oregon (e.g. computer programming).

The Federal government has already recognized proprietary schools.

Last year over A million dollars of Federal money came into these

Oregon schools via several programs, the most important one being the

G.I. Bill.

Thus a good argument can be made for following the Federal

government's lead and allowing state grants to be used at the pro-

prietary schools. Naturally, in practice, such an inclusion cannot

be automatic. State approval by EdPlan would be necessary.
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Some Background

Consumer Information

Some critics will suggest that market mechanisms in the real

world often are hampered by a lack of information, and that this

especially applies to education. It is all very well to say that

students, when given some degree of financial independence, will make

rational choices and so make the educational system respond to their

needs and those of society. But most students have an incomplete

picture of their alternatives, whether in career choice or in schooling.

We are convinced that more complete information about college and jobs

is essential to the proposed program.

The necessary groundwork for more complete information has

already been done. Funded by a federal grant, a team at the University

of Oregon is expanding the existing Career Information System (which

is already used in many Oregon high schools) to include information on

educational alternatives.

A person interested in defining his future career can presently

do so by computer terminal from a variety of locations, inclbding

most high schools in the state. He can start at a very basic level,

by answering a number of questions concerning his skills, abilities,

desired income and intentions of pursuing additional schooling. Fol-

lowing this, the computer will describe a number of career alternatives

to him, based on the information he provided. Out of these career

alternatives he can then pick the ones that interest hie the most.

Within the next few months education and training infereation will
11,

I!
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Some Background

also be incorporated on the computer program. Along with information

on schools and on available financial aid, the computer will also

provide sources of further information for the Oregon student.*

A more complete description of this system can be found in
the technical report titled "Information Availability and College
Seeking," available upon request. The current status of the education

"file" can be found by writing or calling:
Office of the Director
Career Information System
Hendricks Hall
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
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Computer Simulation
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SUMMARY Computer Simulation

The tables in this section are condensed versions of tables

found in Chapter 5 which present the development of fund applications

during all four introductory stages of our plan. Chapter 5 also

provides more background on the methodology of the simulation. The

tables in this section, however, are limited to contrasting the

present situation with the final stage (Step 4) of the introduction

of the plan. Since Steps 1 through 3 are supposed to last one biennium

each,.Step 4 will be reached after six years of graduated increases in

both tuition and student aid funding. (Note that all figures are for

a 3-quarter term, 9 month academic year, September to June).

During the successive steps of the introductory period, in-

creasing amounts of state funds would be given to Oregon citizens in

the form of grants. Under our proposal, these state grants would be

money that previously had gone directly to the public colleges. Thus

the public colleges would be forced to increase their tuitions in

order to cover their expenses (Table 1-2). Under our proposal, approx-

imately $76.2 million would be available annually by Step 4 (Table I-3).*

This $76.2 million is the limiting amount for the various portable

need grants and scholarship grants (Table 1-6). Our computer simula-

tion was programmed to meet 90% of resident undergraduate student need.

The remainder of the $76.2 million was used for scholarship grants.

*Most but not all of the money derived from.decreases in direct
support of colleges as per Table 1-3 will be state goner .fund :betty.

Some will be local funds. See Chapter 2 for more detail on colleges'

sources of funds.

ol
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Computer Simulation

The college tuition ilcreases which would amount to $76.2

million will not cause financial need among students to increase by

thot same amount but by a lesser one which is the difference between

the initial unfilled need (about $17 million) and the calculated un-

filled need in Step 4 which amounts to somewhat over $68 million.

The tuition increase of $76.2 million has only increased need by the

difference between these two amounts, or $51 million (Table 1-4).

$54.4 million of the total $68 million need present among all students

in Step 4 is need among 4sident undergraduates (Table 1-4). This

group, the one that is eligible for Need Grant support, makes up

three-quarters of the students at all Oregon colleges (Table 1-5).

We recommend that by Step 4 65% of the $76.2 million that has

beco available for alternative funding be used for Need Grant. That

way, the total amount of the expansion in Need Grants will be approx-

imately $49.5 million. The remainder will be spent on the three types

of Scholarship Grants (Table,1-6). The amount of Need Grant money will

therefore cover over 90% of the $54.4 million in need which will be

present among resident undergraduates in Step 4 (Table 1-7).* We

recommend that graduate student need be met through long term loans.

*The reader may woniiar why, in view of the amount of funds that
%as become available, we should not be able to cover 100% of" these
students' needs. One answer is that it would not be practical. To cut
down on administrative expenses we shou]d probably set a minimum amount
below which no Need Grant will be given. This will cause some individual
students' needs which fall below this amount to remain unfilled. in

addition, the requirement that self-supporting studenti cannot 'maws
more than 50% of remaining need as a Need Grant and the upper sge,limit
of 24 will produce some unmet need.

54
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Computer Simulation

The financial need figures in Table 1-4 provided the basis for

estimating minimum loan needs. Total resident undergraduate financial

need not covered by Need Grants is expected to amount to $4.9 million

7"
(Table 1-7). Graduate financial reed (exclusive of medical and dental

students), which will not be covered by deed Grants, is expected to

amount to $8.7 million (Table 1-4). However, only about 60% of grad-

uate students are residents. Assuming that the state loans will be

available only to residents, graduate financial need to be covered

will amount to $5.2 million. The increase in total of undergraduate

and graduate needs to be covered by loans therefore amounts to $10.1

million per year.

The present total loan guarantee capacity is less than $50

million. The total amount outstanding is close to that but is

expected to stabilize soon. Currently, about $8.5 million in loans

is being guaranteed each year.

Assuming an approximate doubling of that amount, we suggest

similar expansion of the state-Ain loan program. The loans could be

of two types. Type 1 couIl be an expanded version of the current loan

guarantee program. Type 2 could be a Long Term Income Contingent

Repayment loan payable over 20-30 years.* The Type 2 loan would be

used primarily by students who expected higher earnings as a result of

their schooling--probably graduate students primarily.

17=1MPIINE41/
*This doubling in long tern loans is a minimum. 'Capacity'should

be increased beyond this if there were higher tuitions at medical schools
and long term loans for medical and dental students. Another reason for
having a total capacity exceeding the $100 million arrived at by conven-
tional heed analysis would be to provide recourse fur students whose
parents do not contribute according to the standards which are presently
applied by financial'aid officers. The high levels of these,expected

. contributions from middle-class families are beginning to draw criticism
(Chapters 3-and 4)1. I

tea
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Table 1-2

AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR ALTERNATIVE FUNDING PER STUDENT
DUE TO TUITION INCREASES

Community Colleges

Tuition Levels
per Student

Resulting Funds
Available

per Student
Current
(1972-73) Step 4 Step 4

$ 300 $1,300 $1,000All students

4-Year State Institutions

Lower Division,
in-state 520 1,300 780

Lower Division,
out-of-state 1,600 1,400 (200)*

Upper Division,
in-state 520 1,500 980

Upper Division,
out-of-state 1,600 1,600

All Graduate Students 760 2,400 1,640

4 -Year. Independent Colleges

All Undergraduates 1,600 1,600

All Graduate students 1,600 2,400 800

) = Decrease
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Table 1-3

TOTAL AMOUNT OF FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR ALTERNATIVE FUNDING
DUE TO TUITION INCREASES

(Based on 1972-73 Enrollment)

Community Colleges

All Students
Total, Comm. Coll.

State System Schools

Lower Division, in-state
Lower Division, out-of-state
Upper Division, id-state
Upper Division, '6t-of-state

All Graduate Students

Total 4-Year State

Total All Public Colleges

Independent Colle &es

All Undergraduates
All Graduate students

Total Independent

Grand Total

FTE

Enrollment
1972-73

Funds Available in Step 4

per student Total

in dollars in $1,000

34,738 $1,000. $34,738.0

34,738 (ave) 1,000 34,738.0

19,863 780 15,493.1

2,837 (200) -567.4

16,079 980 15,l57.4

2,365 - --

6,148 1,640 10,082.8....---

47,292 (ave) $ 862 $40,765.8

82,030 (ave) 920 75,503.8

9,839
856 800 684.8

10,695 (ave) $ 64 f $ 684.8

92,725 (ave) $ 822 $76,188.6
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Table 1-4

FINANCIAL NEED AT TWO TUITION LEVELS
WITHOUT EXPANSION OF STUDENT GRANTS

Financial Need in $1,000*

In-state, lower division

In-state, upper division

Total in-state undergraduates

Oust -of- state, lower division

Out-of-state,-upper division

Total out-of-state undergraduates

-

Total, lower division

Total, upper division

Total, all undergraduates

0
Total, Graduates

Total, all students

Level of Tuition Total

Current 411iStep 4 Difference

.,
$12,480 $43,913 $31,433

1,455 10,503 9,048

$13,935 -$54,416 $40,481

2,078 4,490 2,412

553 553

$ 2,631 $ 5,043 $ 2,412

144,558 48,403

2M8 11-,0S6

$16,566 $59,459

33,845

9,048_

$42,893

*After subtraction of present or expected parental support,
whichever is highest, present level of aid at the colleges (which is
-largely of Federal origin) and - standard self-help. "Preseat level of

aid" includes some portion of Need Grant nosey dispersed moiler present

program and ignores certain college aid granted after the term
These relatively small amounts should cancel each other.
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Table I-5

POTENTIAL ELIGIBILITY FOR NEED GRANT SUPPORT
by Type of Institution Attended

Base:
1972-73 Enrollment*

In-st

Community
Colleges

4-Year
Public
Colleges

4-Year
Indep.
Colleges

All
Colleges

FTE
Students

(34,738) (47,290) (10,695) (92,723)

Lower division 82 42 25 SS SO, 988

In-state,
Upper division 34 16 19 17,617

Total,
82% 76%

.=P.

41% 74% 68, 615Eligible Students

Out-of-state,
Lower division 13 6 31 12 11, 127

Out-of-state,
Upper division 5 20 5 4,636

All Graduate Students 5 13 8 9 8, 345

Total,
18% 24% 59% 26% 24,108Ineligible students

TOTAL 100% 100% ' 100% 100% 92, 723

*FTE (Full Time Equivalent), not headcount enrollment.
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Table 1-6

Com uter Simulition

BREAKDOWN OF GRANTS TO OREGON CITIZENS BY TYPE
IN STEP 4 0 PROPoSED PLAN

In

J101,000 Percentage

Available for Alternative Funding $76,189 100%

Available for Need Grants $49,523 65%

Available for Scholarship Grants $26,666 35%

f
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Computer Simulation

Table 1-7

NEED GRANTS' COVERAGE OF IN-STATE UNDERGRADUATE
FINANCIAL NEED

Total need before

Present Step 4

Need Grant expansion $13,935 $54,416

Need Grant
expansion by State 49,523

Remaining unmet need $13,935 $ 4,893

Percentage of need met
by expansion of Need
Grant program 0% 91%

Percentage of
remaininglunmet need 100% 9%

100% 100%

Number of eligible students 68,615

Average additional Need Grant
available per eligible student $722

Average amount of remaining
unmet need per eligible student $203 $71
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